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ABOUT US 

To Customer:

The best way for us to build a lasting relationship with you is to give you exactly the product you 
want, when you want it!
 
RICHFORTH LIMITED was founded in 1995, is a professional sourcing company in China. Specialized 
in the sourcing of unique crossing-catagory gift and promotional items.
 
We deliver outstanding products at very competitive prices, match your low prices with high 
attention to detail and quality,providing you the distributor with trouble free, timely delivery.
 
We feel understand most of the problems you deal with and solutions you might be looking for.

Looking forward to having the opportunity of being part of your stable supply chain in China.

CONTACT WITH US

RICHFORTH LIMITED                        
ATTN: Vincent
Email: sales022@richforth.com 
Mobile/Wechat:+86 186 5037 6875



Glass Reusable Coffee Cup 
Descrition
Glass Reusable Cup - With Silicone Sleeve And Lid - 
Wide Colour Range - Perfect For Coffee, Tea, 
Smoothie, Iced Tea

Coulours
White, Blue,Black,or custom colours

Capacity:  8oo, 12oz 16oz

MOQ: 1000pcs 
Lead time: 15-20 days 



Glass Reusable Coffee Cup 



Collapsible Travel Cup
Descrition
made of food grades silicone, no small, non-stick 
and keep your health.Space saving and only 2.5 
inch when collapsed, fits well in your pocket, purse, 
backpack, suitcase and takes up no space, ideal for 
outdoor hiking, camping, travel, and sport events. 
Also perfect using in office as coffee cup.

Coulours
White, Blue,Black,or custom colours

Capacity:  550ML

MOQ: 1000pcs 
Lead time: 15-20 days 



Collapsible Travel Cup



Collapsible Coffee Dripper 

Descrition
Material:100% Food-Grade silicone,Collapsible 
silicone coffee dripper with a portable alloy 
hook,suitable for outdoors,traveling, office or 
anywhere you want to drink a fresh cup of coffee.

Coulours
Green, Blue,Red,or custom colours

Demension: 10.5 x 1.3 x 6 cms 
MOQ: 1000pcs 
Lead time: 25-30 days 



Collapsible Coffee Dripper 



Collapsible Travel Cup
Descrition
made of food grades silicone, no small, non-stick 
and keep your health.Light & Portable, fits well in 
your pocket, purse, backpack, suitcase and takes up 
no space, ideal for outdoor hiking, camping, travel, 
and sport events. 

Coulours
White, Blue,Black,or custom colours

Capacity:  550ML

MOQ: 1000pcs 
Lead time: 25-30 days 



Collapsible Travel Bottle



Collapsible Travel Cup
Descrition
made of food grades silicone, no small, non-stick 
and keep your health.Light & Portable, fits well in 
your pocket, purse, backpack, suitcase and takes up 
no space, ideal for outdoor hiking, camping, travel, 
and sport events. 

Coulours
White, Blue,Black,or custom colours

Capacity:  550ML

MOQ: 1000pcs 
Lead time: 25-30 days 



Collapsible Sports Water Bottle 
Descrition
made of food grades silicone, no small, non-stick 
and keep your health.Light & Portable, fits well in 
your pocket, purse, backpack, suitcase and takes up 
no space, ideal for outdoor hiking, camping, travel, 
and sport events. 

Coulours
White, Blue,Black,or custom colours

Capacity:  550ML

MOQ: 1000pcs 
Lead time: 25-30 days 



Collapsible Sports Water Bottle 



Collapsible Travel Cups 

Descrition
made of food grades silicone, no small, non-stick 
and keep your health.Light & Portable, fits well in 
your pocket, purse, backpack, suitcase and takes up 
no space, ideal for outdoor hiking, camping, travel, 
and sport events. 

Coulours
White, Blue,Black,or custom colours

Demension: 8 x 9 cms 
MOQ: 1000pcs 
Lead time: 25-30 days 



Collapsible Travel Cups 



Camera Lens Coffee Mug 1 

Descrition
 Outside, it's durable food-grade PVC. Inside, it's 
high-grade stainless steel.  camera coffee mug is an 
accurate replica of Canon's popular EF 24-105mm 
f/4L IS USM zoom lens, right down to the moveable 
switches. Perfect conversation starter.

Coulours
Green, Blue,Red,or custom colours

Demension: 8.3 x 13.6 cms 
MOQ: 300pcs 
Lead time: 25-30 days 



Camera Lens Coffee Mug 1 



Camera Lens Coffee Mug 2 

Descrition
 Outside, it's durable food-grade PVC. Inside, it's 
high-grade stainless steel.  camera coffee mug is an 
accurate replica of Canon's popular EF 24-105mm 
f/4L IS USM zoom lens, right down to the moveable 
switches. Perfect conversation starter.

Coulours
Green, Blue,Red,or custom colours

Demension: 8.3 x 13.6 cms 
MOQ: 300pcs 
Lead time: 25-30 days 



Camera Lens Coffee Mug 2 


